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The Concurrent Validity of the ERGOSTM Work
Simulator and the Ergo-Kit With Respect
to Maximum Lifting Capacity

G. Rustenburg,1 P. P. F. M. Kuijer,1,2 and M. H. W. Frings-Dresen1

The aim of this study was to investigate the concurrent validity—as regarding maximum
lifting capacity—between the Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE) methods, ERGOSTM

Work Simulator and Ergo-Kit. Twenty-five healthy, male fire fighters participated. Dynamic
lower and upper lifting capacities were determined using both FCE methods. Paired t tests
showed the mean maximum lifting capacities to be significantly higher statistically when
determined by the Ergo-Kit for lower, as well as, upper lifting. Spearman rank correlation
coefficients varied between 0.49 and 0.66. It was concluded that the concurrent validity for
lifting between both FCE methods was poor.

KEY WORDS: concurrent validity; functional capacity evaluation; lifting; ERGOSTM Work Simulator;
Ergo-Kit.

INTRODUCTION

Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE) methods are applied in work rehabilitation
and disability testing. The aim of FCE methods is to determine objectively functional
physical abilities for work. In drafting employee rehabilitation plans, or making return-to-
work decisions, the FCE method test results are compared to the physical demands of the
individual’s job. Most FCE methods make use of the American Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (DOT), which contains descriptions of the physical demands of 13,000 jobs (1). One
of the activities that can be assessed by FCE methods is lifting. Lifting occurs in many
occupations, and work disability due to low-back pain is positively associated with it (2).
For that reason, it is extremely important to determine lifting capacity in work rehabilitation
and disability testing (3).

Examples of FCE methods are the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit.
Several studies on the reliability of different FCE methods are known (4–8). However, no
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studies were found on the reliability of the Ergo-Kit. Only one study compared the results
of different FCE methods (9). Dusik et al. (9) demonstrated moderate relationships for the
concurrent validity of the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and conventional FCE techniques
with respect to dynamic lower and upper lifting.

Considering that the test results of FCE methods are used to make return-to-work
decisions, the instrument used in work rehabilitation and disability testing should not in-
fluence those results. In light of that, high levels of concurrent validity between different
FCE methods are a prerequisite. This study compares the dynamic lower and upper lifting
capacity of an employee, using the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit.

This study focuses in on the following question: is there a difference in functional
lifting capacity (kg) for dynamic lower and upper lifting between the ERGOSTM Work
Simulator and the Ergo-Kit?

METHODS

Subjects

Twenty-five male fire fighters participated voluntarily in this study. We selected fire
fighters as subjects because of the heavy lifting involved in their line of work (10). All
participants were informed about the aim of the study, and all signed a written informed
consent form before the experiment started. To prevent any bias in test results, we restricted
participation to fire fighters with no musculoskeletal problems.

Design

All 25 participants were invited to perform the dynamic lifting tests on both the
ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit. A balanced design was used: 12 fire fight-
ers were first measured using the ERGOSTM Work Simulator, whereas the other 13 were
first measured with the Ergo-Kit. Testing occurred on two different days, separated by an
interval of 7 days. The time of day was kept constant in order to minimize bias due to the
day of the week, or time of day. Since most of the fire fighters were working 24-h shifts
on alternate days, we opted for an interval of 6 or 8 days between the two testing days.
In addition, the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit were installed in the same
room in order to keep the test conditions as constant as possible.

Instruments

To assess dynamic lifting capacity using the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-
Kit, the participant was required to lift a box from and to several positions for both FCE
methods (11,12). These lifting positions are described in Table I. The materials used by the
ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit are described below.

ERGOSTM Work Simulator

The ERGOSTM Work Simulator consists of five panels, the first of which is used for
measuring strength factors, including static and dynamic lifting strength. The dimensions
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Table I. Description of the Lifting Tests for Dynamic Lower and Upper Lifting on the ERGOSTM Work Simulator
and the Ergo-Kit

FCE method Lower lifting tests Contents

ERGOSTM Work Simulator • Bench center lift Lifting the box from the 0.11 m
elevation on the floor to bench
height (center, left, or right), and
back to the elevation (three times
in 120 s)

• Bench left lift
• Bench right lift

Ergo-Kit • Lower Lifting Strength (LLS) test Lifting the box from the lower shelf
to the step (0.20 m) at the right,
and back to the lower shelf (one
time in 60 s for the LLS test, and
four times in 60 s for the LLE test)

• Lower Lifting Endurance (LLE) test

Upper lifting tests

ERGOSTM Work Simulator • Upper shelf center lift Lifting the box from the 0.11 m
elevation on the floor to upper
shelf height (center, left, or right),
and back to the elevation (three
times in 120 s)

• Upper shelf left lift
• Upper shelf right lift

Ergo-Kit • Upper Lifting Strength (ULS) test Lifting the box from the lower shelf
to the upper shelf at the right, and
back to the lower shelf (one time
in 60 s for the ULS test, and four
times in 60 s for the ULE test)

• Upper Lifting Endurance (ULE) test

of the box used for dynamic lifting were 0.52 m × 0.34 m × 0.24 m (length × width ×
height). The box featured handles on the right and left sides. However, the grip was poor
according to the NIOSH lifting criteria (13). The box had to be hooked to a bar. The bars
are fixed at six standard positions on the ERGOSTM Work Simulator panel: three at bench
height (center, left, and right) and three at upper shelf height (center, left, and right). The
bars were set at a bench height of 0.83 m, and an upper shelf height of 1.71 m. The bench
height bars were used for dynamic lower lifting, and the upper shelf height bars for dynamic
upper lifting.

Ergo-Kit

The Ergo-Kit uses a stand with two vertically adjustable shelves, a step, and a box to
evaluate dynamic lifting capacity. For dynamic lower lifting, the lower shelf on the stand
was used in combination with the step. For dynamic upper lifting, the lower shelf was
used in combination with the stand’s upper shelf. The shelf heights were dependent on the
participant’s anthropometry. The lower shelf was set at knuckle height, and the upper shelf
was set at 0.12 m below acromion height (12). Step height was set at 0.20 m above the floor
for each participant. In keeping with the Ergo-Kit protocol (12), the step was placed at the
participant’s right side. The dimensions of the box used for dynamic lifting were 0.40 m ×
0.30 m × 0.12 m (length × width × height). The box featured appended handles on the right
and left sides. The grip on the handles was good according to the NIOSH lifting criteria
(13). During the dynamic lifting tests, a Polar T31TM transmitter with a Polar A1TM wrist
receiver (Polar Electro Nederland BV, the Netherlands) were used to record the heart rate.
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Lifting Tests

Standardized protocols of the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit were used
(11,12). The testing time for dynamic lifting was roughly 40–50 min for both the ERGOSTM

Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit, and depended on the participant’s lifting capacity. During
dynamic lifting, the test leader informed the participants when they reached the NIOSH
guideline of 25 kg (13). At that point, the participant was free to decide whether or not to
continue the dynamic lifting test. The lifting tests for the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and
the Ergo-Kit are described below.

Lifting Tests for the ERGOSTM Work Simulator

In keeping with the ERGOSTM Work Simulator protocol (11), four maximum static
lifting tests were performed prior to the dynamic lifting test. In this way, the ERGOSTM

Work Simulator determines the initial load for the dynamic lifting test. Six dynamic lifting
subtests were performed by the ERGOSTM Work Simulator, namely: bench center, left, and
right lift, and upper shelf center, left, and right lift (Table I). Figure 1 presents an example of
a participant performing the bench left lift. For each sub-test, one of the six bars was used.
The subtests were performed to determine: the so-called sporadic lifting capacity (i.e. the
maximum load that can be lifted for less than 33% of the day); the frequent lifting capacity
(i.e. the maximum load that can be lifted for 33 to 67% of the day), and the constant lifting
capacity (i.e. the maximum load that can be lifted for over 67% of the day).

Determining the Sporadic Lifting Capacity. To determine the sporadic lifting capacity,
the participant was required to perform the six subtests, during which the box was lifted
from an elevation of 0.11 m above the floor to one of the six bars, and back to the elevation
on the floor (Table I). Three repetitions of each of the six dynamic lifting subtests were
performed. The tempo was set by the ERGOSTM Work Simulator. The maximum time for
performing one repetition of a sub-test was 40 s. This means that a sub-test lasted no more
than 120 s. After performing the six subtests, the load was increased by 4.5 kg, and the same
six subtests were performed. This procedure was repeated until the participant reached his
maximum lifting capacity for all six subtests.

The criteria for reaching the maximum sporadic lifting capacity were:

• the participant’s inability to hook the box to the bar; or
• a request from the participant to end the subtest because the load was too heavy to

lift.

The maximum sporadic lifting capacity for a subtest was defined as the maximum load that
the participant lifted in that subtest. Values for center, left, and right existed for sporadic
lower and upper lifting. These values were averaged; what remained was one outcome
measure for sporadic lower lifting and one outcome measure for sporadic upper lifting.

Determining the Frequent and Constant Lifting Capacity. On the basis of the results
of the maximum sporadic lower and upper lifting capacity, the ERGOSTM Work Simulator
instrument estimated the maximum frequent and constant lower and upper lifting capacity.
Similar to the sporadic lifting capacity, values for center, left, and right existed for frequent
and constant lower and upper lifting. Again, these values were averaged for lower and upper
lifting.
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Fig. 1. Lower lifting test (bench left lift) on the ERGOSTM Work Simulator.

Lifting Tests for the Ergo-Kit

Four dynamic lifting tests were performed by the Ergo-Kit: Lower Lifting Strength
(LLS); Upper Lifting Strength (ULS); Lower Lifting Endurance (LLE); and Upper Lifting
Endurance (ULE) (Table I). The LLS and ULS tests were performed to determine the
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Fig. 2. Lower lifting test (Lower Lifting Strength or Lower Lifting Endurance test) on the Ergo-Kit.

sporadic lifting capacity, and the LLE and ULE tests were performed to determine the
frequent and the constant lifting capacity. The LLS and LLE tests consisted of lifting a box
from the lower shelf to the step at the right, and back to the lower shelf (Fig. 2). The ULS
and ULE tests consisted of lifting the box from the lower shelf to the upper shelf, and back
to the lower shelf (Table I) (12).
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Determining the Sporadic Lifting Capacity. The LLS and ULS tests were conducted
to determine the sporadic lifting capacity. The participant performed the lifting test every
60 s. The initial box load was 5 kg. The lifting test had to be performed within the first 10 s
of each 60-s period. The test leader monitored the time. The remaining 50 s were used to rate
the level of discomfort experienced in the body regions, and to rate the level of heaviness
experienced from the load. Both discomfort and the heaviness of the load were rated on a
scale of 0–10, where 0 = “no discomfort experienced whatsoever,” or “heaviness of load
was less than very light”, and 10 = “maximum discomfort experienced” or “maximum
heaviness of load”. The load was increased, held constant, or decreased depending on the
results for the level of discomfort and the level of heaviness experienced from the load, as
well as on whether the lifting test was performed in a coordinated manner. An uncoordinated
lifting test was defined as one in which: 1) the box fell a few centimeters when it was shoved
from a shelf; 2) the box was placed with a thud on one of the shelves or on the step; or 3)
the participant was out of balance during the lifting test (12).

The following criteria were used for increasing, decreasing, or keeping the load of the
box constant. The load was increased by 10 kg (LLS test), or by 5 kg (ULS test), when
the level of discomfort, or the level of heaviness experienced from the load was 2 (light) or
less. The load was increased by 5 kg (LLS test), or by 2.5 kg (ULS test), when the level of
discomfort, or the level of heaviness experienced from the load was 3 (medium) or more. The
load was held constant when the lifting test was performed in an uncoordinated manner.
When the participant met one of the criteria outlined below for reaching the maximum
sporadic lifting capacity, the load was decreased by 2.5 kg for the LLS. The ULS test was
ended immediately when one of the criteria was met. The criteria for reaching the maximum
sporadic lifting capacity were (12):

• the performance of two consecutive uncoordinated lifting tests;
• a rating of 7 (i.e. very high/ very difficult) or more from the participant for the level

of discomfort or level of heaviness experienced from the load; or
• a request from the participant to end the test because the load was too heavy to lift.

Participants were considered to reach their maximum sporadic lifting capacity upon: lifting
their heaviest load (kg); rating the corresponding level of discomfort and heaviness experi-
enced from the load at less than 7; and performing the lifting test in a coordinated manner.
The maximum load was a multiple of 2.5 kg.

Determining the Frequent Lifting Capacity. Both the LLE and ULE tests had a total
testing time of at least 10—but no more than 15—minutes. The initial box load was 5 kg.
The participant performed four lifting tests every 60 s. Each lifting test was started every
10 s in the 60-s period. Again, the test leader supervized the time. In this way, the four lifting
tests lasted 40 s in total. The remaining 20 s were used to read the heart rate from the Polar
A1TM wrist receiver, to rate the level of discomfort experienced in the body regions, and
to rate the level of heaviness experienced from the load, all with respect to the four lifting
tests performed. The load was increased, held constant, or decreased depending on the
results for these variables and on whether the lifting tests were performed in a coordinated
manner. An uncoordinated lifting test was defined as one in which: 1) the box fell a few
centimeters when it was shoved from a shelf; 2) the box was lifted with a jerk; 3) the box
was tipped over during a lifting test; or 4) the participant was leaning backwards during
a lifting test (12). For both the LLE and ULE tests, an age dependent target heart rate
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(THR) and an age dependent maximum heart rate (MHR) were defined, using the following
equations (12):

1. LLE test: THR = (220 − age) × 0.85 and MHR = (220 − age) × 0.70
2. ULE test: THR = (220 − age) × 0.75 and MHR = (220 − age) × 0.60

The following criteria were used for increasing, decreasing, or keeping the load of the box
constant. During the first 10 min of the test, the load was increased by 5 kg when the level of
discomfort and the level of heaviness experienced from the load were 3 (medium) or less,
and the heart rate did not exceed the MHR. After 10 min of testing, the load was increased
by 2.5 kg, using the same criteria. The load was held constant when the level of discomfort
and the level of heaviness experienced from it were 4 (somewhat high/ somewhat difficult–
heavy), and the heart rate did not exceed the MHR. The following criteria were used for
decreasing the load by 5 kg (in the first 10 min of the test) or by 2.5 kg (after 10 min of
testing). The first criterion for decreasing the load was a rating of 5 (high/ difficult–heavy)
or more for the level of discomfort or heaviness experienced from the load after a set of four
lifting tests. The second criterion was uncoordinated performance of at least three of the
four lifting tests within a 60-s period. The third criterion was a heart rate: 1) exceeding the
MHR after a set of four lifting tests; 2) exceeding the THR when the load was held constant
as compared to the preceding set of four lifting tests; or 3) increased by 10% or more when
the load was held constant as compared to the preceding set of four lifting tests (12).

Participants were considered to reach their maximum frequent lifting capacity upon:

• lifting the same load in the last three sets of four lifting tests after performing at
least ten sets of four lifting tests (i.e. with a minimum lifting time of 10 min);

• requesting to end the test because the load was too heavy to lift; or
• completing fifteen sets of four lifting tests (i.e. with a maximum lifting time of

fifteen minutes).

The lifting test was ended when one of these criteria was met. In cases where the first criterion
applied, the maximum frequent lifting capacity was defined as the load the participant lifted
in the last three sets of four lifting tests. For the other two criteria, the maximum frequent
lifting capacity was defined as the heaviest load lifted in a set of four lifting tests, during
which the level of discomfort and heaviness experienced from the load fell under 5 (i.e.
high/ difficult–heavy). The heart rate was not a criterion for ending an LLE or ULE test.
The maximum load was a multiple of 2.5 kg.

Determining the Constant Lifting Capacity. The constant lower and upper lifting ca-
pacities were defined as 50% of the frequent lower and upper lifting capacity (kg), respec-
tively (12).

Data Analysis and Statistics

Concurrent validity was determined by comparing the mean values for frequent, and
constant lower and sporadic, frequent and constant upper lifting capacity for the ERGOSTM

Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit. Statistical analysis was performed, using a paired t test
and a Spearman rank correlation analysis (two-sided) in SPSS 10.0 for Windows. In this
study, concurrent validity was defined as being indicated by: the absence of statistically
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Table II. Mean, Standard Deviation (SD), and Minimum and Maximum
Age (years), Body Weight (kg), and Body Height (m) of the Participating

Fire Fighters (N = 24)

Characteristics Mean SD Minimum Maximum

Age (years) 34.8 9.5 21 53
Weight (kg) 85.2 8.5 72 99
Height (m) 1.82 0.06 1.74 1.98

significant differences in test results (p value > 0.05) and correlation coefficients higher
than 0.75 (14).

RESULTS

Subjects

The participants’ mean and standard deviations (SD) for age (years), body weight
(kg), and body height (m) are presented in Table II. Of the 25 subjects, one participant
did not perform the dynamic lifting test on the ERGOSTM Work Simulator because of
musculoskeletal problems. For that reason, this person was not included in Table II (N =
24). None of the participants wished to end a dynamic lifting test on reaching the NIOSH
guideline of 25 kg.

Concurrent Validity

Table III presents the mean differences and Spearman rank correlation coefficients
between the maximum lifting capacity (kg) for lower and upper lifting of the ERGOSTM

Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit.

Lower Lifting

In the case of one participant, an invalid measurement of the maximum load (kg) was
performed for dynamic lower lifting on the ERGOSTM Work Simulator (i.e. the bench lifts).

Table III. Mean Difference, Standard Deviation (SD), and Spearman Rank Correlation Between the Maximum
Lower and Upper Lifting Capacity (Sporadic, Frequent, and Constant) (kg) Determined by the ERGOSTM Work

Simulator and the Ergo-Kit

Mean (SD)

N ERGOSTM Work Simulator Ergo-Kit Paired difference Spearman correlation

Lower lifting Sporadic 23 43.9 (9.0) 45.5 (4.0) —a —a

Frequent 23 22.0 (4.5) 27.9 (8.8) 5.9 (7.7)∗∗ 0.50∗
Constant 23 8.7 (1.9) 14.0 (4.4) 5.2 (3.8)∗∗ 0.50∗

Upper lifting Sporadic 24 25.5 (5.5) 35.6 (5.8) 10.1 (5.8)∗∗ 0.49∗
Frequent 24 12.7 (2.9) 20.8 (6.3) 8.1 (5.1)∗∗ 0.66∗∗
Constant 24 5.1 (0.9) 10.4 (3.1) 5.3 (2.8)∗∗ 0.56∗∗

aNo valid comparison possible, because a maximum load was imposed by the Ergo-Kit.
∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01.
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For that reason, the results for lower lifting are based on 23 participants. As mentioned,
the lifting height for lower lifting using the ERGOSTM Work Simulator was set at 0.83 m.
The mean lifting height for lower lifting using the Ergo-Kit was 0.80 m (SD = 0.05 m).
For sporadic lower lifting, the mean maximum load was 43.9 kg for the ERGOSTM Work
Simulator and 45.5 kg for the Ergo-Kit. However, we were unable to make any valid com-
parisons for sporadic lower lifting, because 74% of the participants reached the maximum
load of 47.5 kg with the Ergo-Kit. For frequent lifting, the mean maximum load was 22 kg
for the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and 27.9 kg for the Ergo-Kit (t = 3.7, p < 0.01). The
corresponding values for constant lifting were 8.7 kg and 14.0 kg (t = 6.5, p < 0.01), re-
spectively. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient for frequent lower lifting was 0.50
(p < 0.05), and 0.50 (p < 0.05) for constant lower lifting.

Upper Lifting

As mentioned, the lifting height for upper lifting with the ERGOSTM Work Simulator
was set at 1.71 m. The mean lifting height for upper lifting with the Ergo-Kit was 1.40 m
(SD = 0.06 m). For sporadic upper lifting, the mean maximum load was 25.5 kg for the
ERGOSTM Work Simulator and 35.6 kg for the Ergo-Kit (t = 8.6, p < 0.01). For frequent
upper lifting, these values were 12.7 kg and 20.8 kg (t = 7.9, p < 0.01), and for constant
upper lifting 5.1 kg and 10.4 kg (t = 9.3, p < 0.01), respectively. The Spearman rank
correlation coefficients load for sporadic, frequent, and constant upper lifting were 0.49
(p < 0.05), 0.66 (p < 0.01), and 0.56 (p < 0.01), respectively.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to compare dynamic (lower and upper) lifting capacity
(kg), measured with the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit. The results revealed
that dynamic lifting capacity was significantly higher when measured by the Ergo-Kit as
compared to the ERGOSTM Work Simulator. Moreover, moderate correlation coefficients,
varying between 0.49 and 0.66, were found between the results of both FCE methods. On
the basis of these results, we concluded that the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-
Kit do not meet the criteria for “good” concurrent validity. What these results signify is
that evaluations of functional lifting capacity in work rehabilitation and disability testing
will depend on the instrument used, i.e. the ERGOSTM Work Simulator or the Ergo-Kit.

The higher outcomes for upper lifting capacity determined by the Ergo-Kit can be
explained by the differences in upper shelf height between the ERGOSTM Work Simulator
and the Ergo-Kit (with a mean difference of 0.31 m). The ERGOSTM Work Simulator
uses standard shelf heights (based on mean values in industrial jobs) for the dynamic lifting
tests, while the shelf heights in the Ergo-Kit depend on the participants’ anthropometry.
In light of that, it may be more useful to use the ERGOSTM Work Simulator as instrument
for determining the functional lifting capacity. However, when it comes to evaluating the
ergonomic adaptations of an individual workplace, the Ergo-Kit might be more appropri-
ate. A second possible explanation is the difference in lifting frequency as prescribed in the
test protocols. In the case of the Ergo-Kit, one lifting test lasting no longer than 10 s was
performed every 60 s. The ERGOSTM Work Simulator required performance of three lifting
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Table IV. Criteria for Classifying an Individual in the Fifth Category
(i.e. Very Heavy), Based on Maximum Lifting Capacity (kg) for Both

the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit

ERGOSTM Work Simulatora Ergo-Kita

Lower lifting
Sporadic >45.0 >45.4
Frequent >23.0 >22.7
Constant >09.0 >11.3

Upper lifting
Sporadic >22.5 >31.8
Frequent >11.5 >13.6
Constant >04.5 >06.8

aManuals (11,12) refer to the DOT (1).

tests lasting no longer than 40 s in each subtest. After each lifting test, the participant was
allowed to rest for about 10 s; thus, resting time was approximately 30 s in each subtest,
which lasted no longer than 120 s. Consequently, the participants had up to 70% less resting
time in the test situation with the ERGOSTM Work Simulator.

In work rehabilitation and disability testing, the outcomes of functional capacity tests
are compared with categories established in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT),
including: sedentary (1), light (2), medium (3), heavy (4), and very heavy (5) work (1). In
the case of fire fighters, an FCE outcome of less than 5 (i.e. very heavy), means “not fit
for work” or unable to return to work. Table IV presents, by way of example, the criteria
for classifying an individual in category 5 based on his maximum lifting capacity (kg) as
measured by the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and the Ergo-Kit.

If we were to use the DOT as a reference for determining fitness for work or the
ability to return to work, 78% of our participants would fall in category 5 based on the
outcome of the Ergo-Kit; the corresponding figure for the ERGOSTM Work Simulator is
61%. As mentioned in the methods section, we restricted participation to fire fighters with
no musculoskeletal problems. They all performed the same kind of duties and were not
restricted in their work. Therefore, the question remains whether the DOT is an adequate
reference for return-to-work decisions. A systematic review of the literature showed that
it is unclear whether the DOT is based on accurate descriptions of external exposure in
occupations, in terms of frequency, duration, and intensity (15).

Finally, we encountered two other studies that examine the concurrent validity of FCE
methods (9,16). One of these found the ERGOSTM Work Simulator and conventional FCE
techniques with respect to dynamic lower and upper lifting to have moderate concurrent
validity (9). The other study found poor concurrent validity for the Isernhagen Work Systems
FCE as compared to several disability questionnaires (16). The task of validating FCE
methods in work rehabilitation and disability testing calls for more data concerning the
outcomes of FCE methods and the participants’ corresponding work performance and health
outcomes.

CONCLUSION

The FCE method, Ergo-Kit, showed the dynamic lifting capacity for lower and up-
per lifting to be significantly higher than that measured by the FCE method, ERGOSTM
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Work Simulator. Moreover, the correlation coefficients between these FCE methods varied
between 0.49 and 0.66. In light of this, we concluded that the concurrent validity for lower
and upper lifting between both FCE methods is poor.
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